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BARRIERS TO MENTAL HEALTH ACCESS
6 Known Barriers for Doctors & Nurses
• Licensure (state & specialty boards)
• Hospital Credentialing
• Commercial Insurance
• Malpractice Insurance

Overly broad
application questions
on these four items
likely violate the ADA

• Legal Discovery in Malpractice
• Health Plan Design

How to Help Doctors Get Mental Health Care: Change the System, US
News & World Report, Jennifer Feist, Corey Feist Sept. 9, 2021.
https://www.usnews.com/news/health-news/articles/2021-09-09/chan
ge-the-system-to-help-doctors-get-mental-health-care

THE EFFECT OF INVASIVE QUESTIONS
THE PROBLEM:
Clinicians aren’t seeking mental
health care, despite the
traumatic, exhausting experience
of the past two years.
They fear losing their license,
stigma, discrimination, or privacy
violations in the workplace.

“Given the trauma and burnout they have experienced,
this is like sending the entire health care workforce off
to war for 18 months and then refusing to support
them when they return.”
-J. Corey Feist, House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health, 10-26-21

“As we enter the third year of the pandemic and creep toward one million dead
Americans, it’s time for American health care to recognize the toll on its doctors and what
it owes. The past two years have been characterized by violent attacks against doctors,
accompanied by even longer hours, sicker patients, limited hazard pay and family
sacriﬁces. A survey conducted in the second half of 2020 found that around one-ﬁfth of
doctors were considering leaving their practice within two years. Perhaps the saddest
part is that the doctors we are often losing are the very ones we need: the gentle ones
who you want holding your mother’s hand, the thoughtful, meticulous ones who call you
on their day off.
The quickest and easiest remedy to this problem is to eliminate the questions about
physician mental health from state licensing applications and hospital credentialing
forms. This would require a fundamental shift in paradigm for the medical community.”

- DR. SEEMA JILANI
Pediatrician, humanitarian aid worker and Fulbright scholar
March 30, 2022 New York Times article, Why So Many Doctors Treat Their Mental Health in Secret
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ARE THESE QUESTIONS
PROTECTING THE PUBLIC?
In short, No.
• In many cases, while these invasive questions were originally developed with good intent, it is a misconception
that these questions actually protect the public, and in many cases, it has the opposite effect.
• Our goal here should be for everyone to take care of their physical and mental health so they can provide the
best care to patients.
• While there is no data demonstrating that these questions protect the public, it is well documented that they
often lead to clinicians not seeking care. This, in turn, negatively impacts patients, as the margin of error in
medical situations is signiﬁcantly reduced when doctors and nurses are not burnt out or suffering from
untreated mental health strains.
See: Burnout Among Health Care Professionals: A Call to Explore and Address This Underrecognized Threat to Safe, High-Quality Care,
National Academy of Medicine

THE DATA:
Physician Burnout & Depression Report 2022: Stress, Anxiety, and Anger

“I’m afraid that if I spoke to a therapist, I’d
have to report receiving psychiatric
treatment to credentialing or licensing
boards.”
“Physicians cannot seek help for these
issues because if we do that, these
temporary issues will follow us for
the rest of our careers.”
“I feel I should know how to deal with this
myself, even though I wish I didn’t have to.”
Why Physicians Kept Their Suicidal Thoughts Secret, Medscape 2022

CURRENT STATE OF LICENSURE
As of an independent analysis conducted in February 2022…

ONLY 14 STATES
HAVE MADE CHANGES TO
PROTECT THEIR
HEALTHCARE WORKFORCE
**Based on whatever applications were available; doesn’t necessarily
mean that all applications from this state board have been changed.

CA, CO, CT, IL, KS, ME, MO,
NE, NC, NY, ND, TX, UT, VA
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CURRENT STATE OF LICENSURE
As of an independent analysis conducted in February 2022…

STATUS OF
LICENSURE REMAINS

UNCHANGED
IN NEARLY ⅔ OF
STATES

*Some of these states have initiated
changes since the beginning of the year.

Current status of licensure is unconﬁrmed or pending
in the following states: MI, OH, OR, PA, SD, DC.
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TAKE ACTION:
https://www.jointcommission.org/-/media/tjc/documents/covid19/statement-on-removing-barriers-to-mental-health-care-for-clinicians-and-health-care-staff.pdf

“HERE IS WHAT WE MUST DO NOW”

Read the full advisory:
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/ﬁles
/health-worker-wellbeing-advisory.pdf

● Eliminate punitive policies for seeking mental health and substance use
care. We must ensure that every health worker has access to affordable,
conﬁdential, and convenient mental health care. We must address the
spillover effects of burnout, most prominently, mental health challenges such
as anxiety and depression. We can offer ﬂexible care models (e.g.,
telemedicine and virtual care) after working hours, improve parity and access
to care, increase insurance coverage for mental health care, and eliminate
punitive language in the licensing, accreditation, and credentialing of health
professionals. We can encourage vulnerability and open communication
around mental health and substance use care, and promote care seeking as a
sign of strength. We can offer evidence-based training and practices that
support prevention, early intervention, and treatment of an array of conditions
including burnout and mental health challenges.

THREE STEPS YOU CAN TAKE
Many health systems that have removed invasive language, however
many still include invasive language on their applications.
Either way, every health system must do the following things:

1. Audit

2. Change

3. Communicate

all credentialing
applications, addendums,
and peer review forms.

any invasive or
stigmatizing language
around mental health and
substance abuse.

these changes to your
workforce and assure
clinicians that it is safe
for them to seek care.
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STEP 1: AUDIT
Audit all credentialing applications, addendums, and peer review forms.
Review every single application your organization issues, including training, renewal, initial, educational,
supplemental/addendum, peer reference and peer review forms.
Look for the following:
• Questions that contain invasive or stigmatizing language and disclosure requests around a clinician’s health, well-being, or
substance use.

• Questions that ask about a clinician’s history of “time off” or “breaks in practice.”
• Questions prying into substance use at all, beyond illegal usage and penalties.
• Language that references mental health explicitly in any way that’s not supportive (see next page for recommended language).
There is no reason to separate mental and physical health unless you’re encouraging clinicians to seek treatment if and as needed.

• Questions that ask about past usage or experiences.
• Unnecessary asterisks or ﬁne print (i.e., “current impairment can be any time in the last 5 years”).
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STEP 2: CHANGE
Option 1: Ask one question consistent with FSMB’s Recommended Language that
addresses all mental and physical health conditions as one, with no added explanations,
asterisks, or ﬁne print:
“Are you currently suffering from any condition for which you are not being appropriately
treated that impairs your judgment or that would otherwise adversely affect your ability to
practice medicine in a competent, ethical and professional manner? (Yes/No) ”
Option 2: No probing questions about an applicant’s health.
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STEP 2: CHANGE
Option 3: Attestation Model, like that used in North Carolina for licensure
(see their language below) and Mississippi.
This uses supportive language around mental health from the Board and holds clinicians
accountable to their well-being, making it clear that their self-care is patient care.
“Important: The Board recognizes that licensees encounter health conditions, including those involving mental health
and substance use disorders, just as their patients and other health care providers do. The Board expects its licensees
to address their health concerns and ensure patient safety. Options include seeking medical care, self-limiting the
licensee's medical practice, and anonymously self-referring to the NC Physicians Health Program a physician advocacy
organization dedicated to improving the health and wellness of medical professionals in a conﬁdential manner. The
failure to adequately address a health condition, where the licensee is unable to practice medicine within reasonable
skill and safety to patients, can result in the Board taking action against the license to practice medicine.”
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STEP 3: COMMUNICATE
• Begin direct, speciﬁc, and transparent communications (via text, mail, or email, not opt-in)
with your audiences.
o Establish a designated communications channel for licensees in-state to update them in
real-time on the new licensure language.
o Make applications available and easily accessible to the public on the medical board’s
website, including a pop-up on applications themselves notifying applicants of changes.
o Reach out and encourage state health systems to follow your lead in changing invasive
questions on credentialing applications and communicating to their workforces their and
the state’s changes.
o Once your board has adopted the changes, communicate back to FSMB to record
progress and encourage other states to audit / change / communicate.
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STEP 3: COMMUNICATE
● Craft your message and ensure that in these communications of changes to language /
process, licensure applicants are ﬁrst met with supportive language so they know it is
safe to seek mental health care. Sample language in reaching out to licensees is below:
“Your health system recognizes the hardships of the last several years of the pandemic and urge you to
seek the mental health care and support that you need. It is in the best interest of yourself, your
patients, and your colleagues to take care of your physical and mental well-being, and we want to assure
you that it is safe and encouraged to seek this care. As a protective and supportive measure, we have
recently removed all unnecessary questions about mental health from all of our licensure applications.”
● Contact us: We’re here to support as you communicate out these monumental changes to your
workforce.
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PRIORITY STATES & KEY PARTNERS
1. VIRGINIA
We have launched Virginia’s Caring for the Caregivers

2. GEORGIA
Partnering with Participant Media via social impact campaign

3. MASSACHUSETTS
Partnering with Participant Media via social impact campaign
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NEXT STEPS:
THE PROVIDER WELLNESS REPORT CARD INITIATIVE
Our Foundation will leverage our unique platform as the “voice for healthcare
sector well-being” to construct a national awareness-building campaign
among healthcare systems.
● The Provider Wellness Report Card is a standardized resource that
measures health systems’ overall protection of health worker well being.
● We will house results of the report card initiative on our website in order
to celebrate those who are making exemplary strides in supporting
health worker care and well-being.
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CONTACT US FOR HELP

DRLORNABREEN.ORG
@DrBreenHeroes
corey@drbreenheroes.org

DOWNLOAD AND LEARN MORE:
DRLORNABREEN.ORG/TOOL-KIT

